Decarbonizing the economy is essential to limiting global warming, but it must be complemented by carbon removal to get us to net zero.

Climeworks Solutions provides high-quality, thoroughly vetted portfolios of carbon removal solutions to help your business address hard-to-abate CO2 emissions and meet your net-zero targets with confidence.

Meet your climate targets
Alongside emissions reductions, carbon removal solutions are essential to reaching net zero (IPCC, SBTi).

Future-proof your company
Gain flexibility and security by keeping up-to-date with the latest standards and regulations.

Strengthen your balance sheet
Lock in pricing in a supply-constrained market and secure favorable commercial terms that fit your net-zero budget.

Enhance your brand
Be vocal about your company’s climate leadership and benefit from better talent attraction and retention.

How it works
Building a carbon removal portfolio is complex and requires significant effort. Climeworks Solutions simplifies and streamlines the process:

1. We help you identify your needs;
2. We propose technologies that match your requirements best;
3. We tailor, source, and manage your high-quality carbon removal portfolio end-to-end.

Talk to a carbon removal expert today
Richard Probst
Director Advisory – CDR Solutions

Richard.probst@climeworks.com
Connect on LinkedIn

15+
Years of experience, including the world’s first commercial DAC+CCS facility

USD 800m+
Raised in total and selected for up to USD 4.53bn in funding by the U.S. DoE

10x
Scale-up stage already delivered multiple times

450+
Climeworks dedicated to fighting global warming with leading expertise across all key domains

www.climeworks.com